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Abstract: This study examines the effects of failure experience, re-startup`s motivation, government support and business
education on the re-startup`s firm-performance under the condition of credit-problem. We employed 685 re-startups received
the government fund for 2010~2014 year and surveyed for 25 days. From the 685 re-startups, we used 384 re-startups for
statistical analysis after data cleaning.
As a result of the general analysis which did not divide into two groups by credit-problem, we found that the failure experience
had no significant effect on the performance, while re-startup`s motivation, government support and business education had a
significant effect on the re-startup`s firm-performance.
However, when we divided two groups according to debt and credit issue, we found that the first group which had no creditproblem, the re-startup`s motivation and the failure experience had a significant influence on the performance, while
government support and business education had no a significant effect on that. On the other hand, the second group which still
had the credit-problem, we found that the re-startup`s motivation and the failure experience had no significant effect on the
performance, but the government support business and business education for re-startup had a significant effect on that.
In conclusion, we can figure out that the important factor affecting the firm-performance of re-startup is credit issue. The results
suggest that it is necessary to research or develop the differentiated policies for a re-startup depending on the condition of
credit-problem and also, provide the necessity to consider the concept of obsolescence before starting a re-startup again after
failure. This paper studies with unique topics that were not much covered in the previous research as well as provides specific
and valuable information about re-startups which has not been known well.
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1. Introduction
Recently, attention to startup failures by academics and policy-makers has increased. Policy-makers have shown an interest
in business failure and re-startups, implementing new policies for people who fail in business. Researchers have tried to
understand the causes of startup failures, calculate the cost of failures, and provide meaningful outcomes for policy-makers.
One of the reasons for the increased interest in startup failure is that the number of startup failures has gone beyond
dangerous levels as shown in Table 1. However, despite this, researchers still try to study new businesses with success
stories, instead of the cause of failure and cost of failure, as well as studying how policy-makers try to increase the number of
startups without paying attention to their survival. There are some reasons for current research issues. It is difficult to access
data on the failure of a Small Medium Enterprise (SME), and, due to the negative image of failure, someone who experiences
failure is reluctant to be involved in a study of failure (McGrath 1999), (Gabrielsson and Politis 2011), (Shepherd, Covin and
Kuratko 2009)
Table 1. Survival rates of establishments, by year started and number of years since starting
Survival Years
1
3
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USA Survival Rate
(2004~2015)
79.6
60.6

South Korea Survival Rate
(2004~2014)
70.4
43.0
154

EU Survival Rate
(2009 ~2014)
80.0
54.6

